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Abstract

Atmospheric pressure discharges are widely used in active airflow control, material 
synthesis, and air treatment. The key to an optimal application performance lies in how 
to generate stable and diffuse plasma especially in a large volume and in high-speed 
airflows. This chapter presents the study of repetitive nanosecond volume discharges 
under high-speed airflows. The volume discharge strongly depends on the airflows, 
and the corresponding discharge modes vary from filament to diffuse modes with addi-
tion of airflows. The role of airflows provides negative effects on discharge currents as 
well as discharge densities. Moreover, a type of discharge device with upstream and 
downstream structure is proposed to demonstrate that charged particles produced by the 
upstream discharge are transported to the downstream zone and play a pre-ionization 
and enhanced effect to the downstream discharges.

Keywords: repetitive nanosecond discharges, volume discharges, airflows, upstream 
and downstream flow

1. Introduction

Recently, atmospheric pressure discharge plasma has been considered for many applications, 
such as airflow control [1–20], material modification [21–31], air purification [31–49], and so 
on. With the difference from low-pressure discharge plasmas, atmospheric pressure discharge 
plasmas are usually operated under an open environment, and the collision between ions and 
electrons is very frequent. Such strong elastic and/or inelastic collision produces a significant 
chemical effect and corresponding thermal effect. In addition, air as the media of the discharge 
process is usually in a flow state, such with an airflow state with different velocities. The 
various particles in the plasmas always perform a macro-overall movement, and the exchange 
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of energy and momentum occurs between plasmas and airflows. Therefore, the atmospheric 
pressure discharge plasma is actually in a typical multi-field couple system, and the coupling 
interaction between airflows and discharges is of extensive concerns [1].

As the couple interaction between plasmas and airflows, the plasmas macroscopically exhibit 
a fluid state property, the distribution of plasma particles is influenced by the heat and mass 
transfer from airflows, and discharge modes and discharge intensities are also changed. As a 
simultaneous inverse role, the energy release by discharge can cause impulsive interference 
and thermal effect on airflows, and a change of airflow field distribution can be generated. The 
airflow transport effect determines the distribution of uncharged particles, and such distribu-
tion provides an ionization condition, thus affecting the discharge breakdown. The transfer of 
heat and mass from airflows provides a new factor on the plasma diffusion, and the discharge 
energy dissipation and discharge plasmas also provide an active control of airflow distribu-
tion. To be sure, discharge plasmas under airflows have undergone a fundamental change. 
With the presence of airflows, discharge plasmas are more dominant with a strong interaction 
between plasmas and airflows.

The couple between plasmas and airflows has been considered as the interaction between 
discharge plasma dynamics and gas dynamics, from a view of time and space scales. For dis-
charge plasmas, the topical time scales include as follows: the establishment of electric field 
and the generation of plasma (nanoseconds), the dissipation and the quenching of plasma 
(nanoseconds and/or microseconds), and the life of charged particles (seconds and/or hours). 
For airflows, the typical time scale is mainly determined by airflow conditions, such as the 
transport time of airflow (microseconds and/or milliseconds) and the convection heat transfer 
time (milliseconds and/or seconds) [2]. For discharge plasmas, the typical space scale is about 
a small size (micrometers and/or millimeters), such as the mean free path and the thickness 
of plasma sheath. For airflows, the typical space scale is about a big size (millimeters and/
or meters), such as the thickness of boundary layer [3]. Under such couple with a multi-time 
and a multi-space scale, it is necessary to recognize the phenomenon and mechanism of dis-
charges under airflows.

2. Background for discharges under airflows

Plasma flow control is a type of active flow control technology based on discharge plasma 
technologies, which is advantageous of little power, quick response, and perfect actuation. 
Russians, Americans, and other research groups [4–20] have done an in-depth study on 
plasma flow control, as well as the interaction between plasmas and airflows, to improve the 
aerodynamic characteristics and promote the scientific basis for efficiency. Discharge plas-
mas applied to flow control mainly include surface discharges [4–14] and volume discharges 

[15–20]. Surface discharges are used to flow separation control by DBD discharges with a 
momentum exchange to neutral airflows, which generate a complex pattern of quasi-planar 
and spherical compression wave [4–8], as well as which are related to a strong demand on 
stable discharges within the flow boundary layer [7–14]. Volume discharges are applied in 
MHD flow control to achieve the acceleration and deceleration of airflow, which require 
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high-intensity volume discharges under airflows condition, as well as which essentially need 
discharge enhancement methods under MHD airflow environment [15–19].

Plasma material processing is promising for material modification and its industrial appli-
cations. Efficient discharges are important demands to realize the surface modification and 
functional structure construction [21–31]. The moderate power density and the uniform 
energy distribution are beneficial to material modification. However, under a gas flowing 
condition, discharges can easily transit from a stable state into an unstable state, which can 
cause a disaster to the industrial application of plasma material processing. In order to obtain 
a uniform and stable discharge, discharges under airflows are employed to excite plasmas.
Work groups [29] illustrate the surface modification of polyimide films by the discharge 
under airflow, it is found that the plasma at a homogeneous DBD is evenly distributed than at 
a filamentary DBD, and by the more efficient introduction of atomic oxygen to the PP surface 
in the case of homogeneous DBD.

Plasma air purification attracts widespread attention in recent years, mainly related with 
corona discharges under an air supply channel. Plasma air purification has been developed in 
many applications, including electrostatic precipitation [32–40], industrial gas exhaust treat-
ment [41–44], and indoor air purification [45–49]. Work groups [35] illustrate that the electric 

power and the energy loss of corona discharges highly depend on airflow velocities, and 
corona discharge modes are also related to airflow conditions.

In addition, discharges under airflows are of complicated technical challenges, and the mech-
anism and its characteristics need a deep and wide investigation.

3. Atmospheric pressure volume discharges under airflows

In order to get a better understanding of airflow effects on volume discharge characteris-
tics, this chapter presents the study of nanosecond pulse volume discharges in high-speed 
airflows.

3.1. Discharge mode characteristics under airflows

The experimental system is shown in Figure 1, which includes an air wind tunnel driven by 
a fan, a nanosecond pulse generator, discharge system, and measurement system. By chang-
ing the speed of the fan, the flow velocity at the end of the wind tunnel can be adjusted with 
a maximum value of up to 200 m/s. A pitot tube is used to measure the flow velocity of the 
airflow. The plate-plate electrodes are set in a horizontal and parallel manner. The two elec-
trodes are composed of stainless steel plates with a thickness of 2 mm. The electrode edges 
were fully polished in order to avoid the point discharge occurring at the electrode edges. 
The two dielectrics are made of mica with a permittivity εr = 6 and a thickness of 1 mm. The 
discharge system is installed at the downstream of subsonic wind tunnel exit with the flow 
direction perpendicular to the electrode surface. The applied voltage has repetitive pulses 
with a fixed pulse width of 5 ns and a maximum amplitude of 50 kV with a rise time of 5 ns, 
corresponding to the frequency ranged from 100 Hz to 3.5 kHz, respectively. The voltage and 
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current are measured by using a high-voltage probe and a Rogowski coil with a response time 
of less than 1 ns. The voltage and current signals are recorded by a digitalized oscilloscope 
with a bandwidth of 1 GHz.

The typical luminous discharge images under airflows are shown in Figure 2. In the quiescent 
air (i.e., the flow velocity is 0 m/s), a multichannel and inhomogeneous violet discharge is pres-
ent in the discharge volume. The discharge filaments are straight, and the filament foots are ran-
domly and extensively distributed on the dielectric surface, as shown in Figure 2(a). Increasing 
the flow velocity to 10 m/s, the number of the bright filaments is slightly reduced, but the change 
of glow component cannot be clearly observed, as shown in Figure 2(b). When the flow velocity 
varies from 10 to 20 m/s, the filament number is gradually reduced, and the change of discharge 
luminance and distribution are relatively small. When the airflow with a speed of 35 m/s is 
introduced into the volume discharge, as shown in Figure 2(c), interestingly, a diffuse discharge 
in a large volume is promoted. The unsteady nature of the filamentary part of the discharge 

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup.

Figure 2. Discharges at different airflow speeds. (a) Flow speed v = 0 m/s, (b) v = 10 m/s, (c) v = 35 m/s, (d) v = 50 m/s, and 
(e) v = 100 m/s. Exposure time is 1/1250 s.
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cannot be easily observed with the naked eye in the discharge volume. The diffuse and homo-
geneous discharge mostly occurs at the middle region, and the filament discharge occurs mainly 
at the inlet region and partly at exit region of the channel. The filament channels on the two 
sides may be connected to the electric field concentration occurred at electrode edges. With the 
increasing of airflow speeds, the volume discharge modes vary from filament to diffuse modes. 
Further improving the airflow speed to 50 m/s, as shown in Figure 2(d), a diffuse discharge also 
occurs at the middle discharge region, as well as with a reduction of luminous intensity.

Moreover, several excitation conditions are selected for the detailed investigation of airflow 
effects, in which the applied voltage amplitude is chosen from 10 to 30 kV; PRF is selected 
from 100 to 3800 Hz, and airflow speed is changed from 0 to 200 m/s, respectively. In a quies-
cent air or under a low speed, it presents filament and inhomogeneous violet discharges in a 
large volume, as likely shown in Figure 2(a). At such airflow speeds, the number of the bright 
filaments is slightly increased with only increasing the applied voltage, as a process of the 
pinch of several filaments. However, the change of discharges cannot be clearly observed with 
only changing PRFs. With a speed less than 30 m/s, there are less filaments in the volume, and 
the change of discharge luminance is relatively small with changing the applied voltages and 
PRFs. With the airflow speed increasing higher, for example, a speed of 50 m/s as shown in 
Figure 2(d), the relative uniform discharge in a large volume is promoted. Importantly, the 
discharge becomes unstable and almost fades away at a PRF less than 220 Hz.

3.2. Discharge density characteristics under airflows

As a nanosecond pulse is applied to a plate-plate gap, initial electrons are accelerated by the 
electric field, and an avalanche process is followed under the electron multiplication of col-
lision ionization. Fast electrons with high energy can run away from the head of the critical 
avalanche and dominate in the subsequent development of the critical avalanche. When the 
head of the critical avalanche reaches near to the anode, a discharge bridge is built up between 
the two dielectrics as well as electrodes, and a discharge current runs through the gap space, 
which can be represented as the first pulse current. When the applied pulse is gone, more 
electrons accumulate in the dielectric surface near the anode, interact with interaction of accu-
mulated positive particles near the cathode, and build up a strong electric field imposed on 
the discharge space. Such space electric field will induce another avalanche process between 
the two electrodes, and the second pulse currents arise in our experiments.

With an applied pulse voltage of 18 kV and a pulse repetitive frequency of 1800 Hz, the 
applied voltage and current waveforms under different airflows are shown in Figure 3. It is 
provided that the plate-plate DBD discharge is characterized by a series of two-stage pulse 
currents. In contrast with the unipolar pulse of applied voltage, the discharge current behaves 
bipolar and consists of both positive and negative pulses. The discharge current distributes 
irregularly, which can be attributed to the random nature of breakdown and complicated 
dynamics in the air gap.

There is a series of two-stage pulse currents for each nanosecond pulsed discharge. Even 
considering the existence of discharge delays, the first pulse currents always occur with a 
same breakdown voltage. Furthermore, it can be drawn from Figure 4 that the first pulse 
currents increase first and then reduce with airflow speeds. With the flow speed increasing 
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from 0 to 20 m/s, the amplitude of the current rapidly increases from 33.1 to 36.3 A at a PRF 
of 3800 Hz and then slowly decreases to about 34 A. It goes across a reverse “V”s curve with a 
turning point at the flow velocity of 20 m/s. The change of first pulse current values imposed 
by airflows is 4 A. Importantly, there are some factors leading to measurement errors in this 
works, which mainly include the pressure instability of air supplied to the wind channel, 
the measurement errors of airflow speed with the pilot tube, and the high frequency noises 
concerning with nanosecond discharges.

It is clearly shown in Figure 5 that the second pulse currents are influenced by the addition of 
airflows to discharge zone. The second pulse currents almost occur at a same time point. At 
a PRF of 1800 Hz, the second pulse current has a rapid but small change from −34 to −32 A 

Figure 3. Applied voltage and current waveforms for discharges under airflows.

Figure 4. First pulse currents under airflows at different PRFs.
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with the airflow speed increasing from 0 to 20 m/s, follows with a rapid and big change from 
−32 to −47 A, and then becomes gradually relative stable as the airflow speed is bigger than 
80 m/s. It is mostly concerned that the difference between second pulse current values is about 
20A for different airflows.

With the airflow added into the gap space, the volume discharge modes vary from filament to 
diffuse modes, and the induced two-stage pulse currents are also influenced. These behaviors 
may be attributed to the combined action of two effects. On one hand, the airflows breathe 
more species into the discharge volume from upstream to downstream, especially the excited 
metastable state, which causes a decrease in the number of initial electrons. On the other hand, 
the airflows remove accumulated charges on the surface of the dielectric, which is favorable 
for the development of discharge.

As the first pulse current is arising, a bigger voltage pulse with a 5 ns rise time, as well as 
a stronger electric field, is being imposed on the electrodes as one discharge driver. Since 
the pulse action time is too small, airflows in this period can be considered as “frozen” and 
without any flow mobility. Therefore, the first pulse currents nearly maintain consistency 
for different airflow speeds. However, at the second pulse current arising, accumulated 
particles near the electrodes induce a space electric field as another discharge driver. Since 
this driver always acts for several milliseconds, airflow mobility must be considered in this 
period. As indicated in Figure 5, the second pulse currents for quiescent air are bigger than 
that of airflows with speeds less than 40 m/s. Since airflows breathe more species, especially 
under excited metastable states, out of the discharge volume, the loss of heavy particles 
under the force of airflows is unfavorable for the development of discharge. Under airflows 
with a speed of more than 40 m/s, the second pulse currents are always bigger than that of 
quiescent air. It is concerned with the distribution change of the accumulated charges on the 
surface of the dielectrics by the force of airflows, which is favorable for the development of 
discharge. With the speed increasing to more than 80 m/s, the second pulse currents become 

Figure 5. Second pulse currents under airflows at different PRFs.
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gradually relatively stable, which seems unaffected by airflows. The detailed effects under 
such high airflow speeds are very interesting and are also taken into considerations in the 
future works.

3.3. Conditional boundary characteristics under airflows

The boundary conditions of DBD volume discharges under airflows velocities are investi-
gated. With the addition of airflows, no matter for any voltage, both the initiation and the 
extinction pulse repetition frequency need to be kept to a specified value to maintain the pres-
ence of discharge. Under a particular applied voltage and when the pulse repetitive frequency 
is rather low, any discharge does not occur; nevertheless, a current is detected due to the 
existence of the displacement electric field. With the growth of pulse repetitive frequency, the 
discharge can be established with an obvious change of discharge current.

The initiation and extinction boundaries are identified by making a subtraction of detected 
currents between discharge on and off, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. To improve the accu-
racy, the airflow and the applied voltage are kept constant as soon as possible while with an 
adjustable PRF, and all data are acquired with 10 times measuring. As the airflow velocity 
accelerates, the initiation and extinction value of PRFs is increased. In a still air, when the 
applied voltage reaches to 17 kV, the corresponding PRFs needed to reach about 1 kHz, which 
is almost an order of magnitude larger than the value under 27 kV. The lower is the applied 
voltage, the larger are the needed PRFs as well as the difference of PRFs. The initiation and 
extinction PRFs are almost inversely proportional to the applied voltage value under a certain 
airflow velocity. Once the airflow velocity attains 100 m/s under 17 kV, the discharge is not 
detected even though the PRF is up to the maximum value of applied value. As a special case 
of contrast, the initiation and extinction PRFs show a slight dependence on the velocities 

Figure 6. Initiation frequencies versus airflow speeds.
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under an applied voltage of 27 kV. It can be concluded that the boundary PRFs are decided by 
the combined action between the applied voltages and the injected airflows.

In still air, mostly free electrons move rapidly toward the anode under the applied electric field. 
Many ions and metastable particles are produced by the complicated collisions between various 
particles in the discharge zone. Considering the interval time between two voltage pulses, only 
metastable particles with a lifetime of the order of several seconds can survive as residual seeds, 
while most ions have quenched. So, the increase of PRF can raise the concentration of residual 
seeds, which make the discharge breakdown more easily to occur. With the addition of the 
airflows, a large number of seeds are blown away from the discharge region, which makes a 
difficulty on the next pulsed discharge as well as leads to a growth of initiation PRFs. However, 
with the applied voltage growing, the free electrons obtain more energy from the electric field, 
and seed particles deposit on the dielectric plate. Owing to the existence of the viscous boundary 
layer, the seed particles are hardly moved away by the airflows. As a result under 27 kV, only a 
slight dependence of the initiation and extinction PRFs is observed with the airflow velocities.

4. Atmospheric pressure volume discharges under upstream and 

downstream airflows

The previous chapters demonstrate that the volume discharge mode is influenced by air-
flows and the discharge intensity decreases with the increase of airflow velocities. In this 
chapter, a type of discharge device with an upstream and downstream structure is provided 
to investigate the interactions between airflows and discharges. The upstream and down-
stream discharges under airflow include the generation and transport of charged particles. 

Figure 7. Extinction frequencies versus airflow speeds.
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The generation of charged particles is related to external pulse excitation, and the transport 
of particles can be influenced by the effect of airflow. Furthermore, the upstream and down-
stream discharge in the airflow channel is a multi-time scale problem, including the transport 
time of airflow and the time of charged particle generation. The characteristic time of airflow 
is related to the movement path and the airflow velocity, and the generation of particles is 
adjusted by the repetition frequency of the discharge.

By matching the transport effect of airflow and the pre-ionization of charged particles, some of 
the particles generated by the upstream discharge are transported to the downstream region, and 
those particles play a pre-ionization role in the downstream discharge, which causes the enhance-
ment of the downstream discharge intensity. For the purpose of further recognizing the relation-
ship between upstream and downstream discharge under airflow, the behavior of the particles 
were analyzed as schematically shown in Figure 8. In the quiescent air, the discharge products 
always stay only in the upstream zone, as shown in Figure 8(a); as the airflow is injected, the 
discharge products produced by upstream zone will be transported to the downstream zone, as 
shown in Figure 8(b) and 8(c); as the further increasing of airflow velocity, the discharge product 
will be blow out the downstream zone, as shown in Figure 8d.

The time range of air flow transport time t
f
 is derived as Eq. (1). By properly controlling the 

pulse repetition interval time t
p
 and the air flow transport time t

f
 , the charged particles could 

be transported from upstream region to the downstream region and enhance the downstream 
discharge intensity:

  L / v < =  t  
f
   < =  (L +  2   ∗  S)  / v  (1)

Figure 8. Schematic of discharges under upstream and downstream constructure with different airflow velocities.
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where the pulse interval time is denoted as t
p
 , the distance between the upstream and down-

stream regions is L, the width of the electrode plate is S, and the airflow velocity is v (m/s).

4.1. Discharge mode characteristics under upstream and downstream airflows

With a pulse repetitive frequency of 1000 Hz, the applied voltage and current waveforms 
of the DBD volume discharge can be detected, which has been descripted in Section 3.1. By 
changing the air velocity, the discharge mode characteristics under different airflow velocities 
are shown in Figure 9.

For discharge in a static condition, as shown in Figure 9(a), the upstream and downstream 
discharge exhibits a filament discharge mode. In the middle region of the electrode, the fila-
ments exhibit a vertical distribution, and the path of the filaments close to the edge of the 
electrode shows a curved state because of the edge effect of the metal electrode.

For t
f
 > t

p
 , the discharge filaments move along the direction of flow, the filament path changes 

from the original vertical state to the curved state along the direction of airflow, and some 
parts of the discharge area become uniform. The result is shown in Figure 9(b).

For t
f
 ≤ t

p
 , with increasing airflow velocity, most of the discharge area exhibits a uniform state, 

and the paths of the discharge filaments at the edge of the metal electrodes are attracted by the 
central discharge region. The discharge filaments shrink to the inside region of discharge, and 
the discharge region exhibits a pinched state, as shown in Figure 9(c) and (d).

4.2. Discharge spectrum characteristics under upstream and downstream airflows

The normalized emission spectra for the upstream and downstream discharges are provided 
as Figure 10. Due to the weak luminescence intensity of volume discharges, the spectrometer 
exposure time was set to 2 s, which means that the emission intensity was averaged tempo-
rally and spatially for 2000 cycles.

With increasing airflow velocity, the intensity of the upstream discharge emission spec-
trum decreases, which corresponds to a decrease in discharge intensity. As for downstream 

Figure 9. Discharge at different airflow velocities: (a) static air, (b) low speed (t
f
 > t

p
), (c) medium speed (t

f
 = t

p
), and (d) 

high speed (t
f
 < t

p
).
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Figure 10. Normalized intensity discharge at different velocities: (a) upstream and (b) downstream.

discharge, when t
f
 = t

p
 , the intensity of the emission spectrum increases, which proves that the 

concentration of charged particles in the downstream region increased. At t 
f
 < t

p
 and t

f
 > t

p
 , the 

corresponding spectral intensity gradually decreases.

The dependence of rotational temperature of the upstream and downstream discharges on air-
flow rates is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the rotational temperature is approximately 
390 K when the discharge is excited in the static air. The rotational temperature decreases 
to approximately 320 K as the airflow velocity increases gradually to 80 m/s. The low gas 
temperature may be attributed to two reasons. One is that the duty cycle of the pulse power 
supply is low; another is that more energy is delivered to the energetic electrons. The gas 
temperature is substantially the same in the upstream and downstream regions. This result 
shows that the gas temperature under airflow is not the key factor that causes the difference 
between the upstream and downstream discharge intensity.

Under the condition of reasonable matching between t
f
 and t

p
 , the mass transfer effect of airflow 

plays a dominant role in the upstream and downstream discharges. The particles generated by the 
upstream discharge can be transported to the downstream discharge region. The combined effect 
of flow transport and pre-ionization of charged particles enhances the downstream discharge.
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4.3. Discharge difference between upstream and downstream region

4.3.1. Various airflow velocities

The comparison of discharge currents between upstream and downstream discharges is 
shown in Figure 12. The current peak is used to illustrate the discharge intensity under dif-
ferent flow velocities.

For t
f
 > t

p
, the amplitude of the upstream discharge decreases from 55 to 53 A, and the down-

stream discharge fluctuates between 38 and 36 A with increased airflow speed, and for the 
condition of t

f
 = t

p
 , the amplitude of the upstream discharge gradually decreases from 53 to 

45 A. For the downstream discharge, the amplitude exhibits an opposite trend, changing from 
36 to 46 A. With increasing airflow velocity, the amplitude of the upstream discharge current 
continues to decrease, and the increasing rate of the downstream discharge current tends to 
be zero.

4.3.2. Various PRFs

The pulse frequencies were adjusted to f = 2 kHz and f = 200 Hz, and the results are shown 
in Figure 13. When the pulse frequency is 2 kHz, for t

f
 > t

p
 , the current amplitudes of the 

upstream discharge gradually decrease from 59 to 57 A, and the downstream discharge fluc-
tuates between 45 and 48 A. When the airflow velocity increases until t

f
 = t

p
 , the amplitude 

of the upstream discharge gradually decreases from 57 to 49 A. The amplitude of the down-
stream discharge exhibits an opposite trend and increases from 48 to 56 A.

When the discharge frequency was adjusted to 200 Hz, the pulse interval time t
p
 was 5 ms. 

Because of the low pulse repetition frequency, the charged particles in the space completed 
the diffusion and recombination process within the pulse interval time, causing the reduction 
in discharge intensity. In the meantime, at a lower airflow velocity (t

f
 > t

p
), the amplitude of 

Figure 11. Rotational temperature at different velocities.
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the discharge current in the upstream region attenuated from 44 to 35 A, and the downstream 
discharge current weakened from 38 to 30 A.

4.3.3. Various distances between upstream and downstream

The conditions of L = 20 mm and L = 50 mm were studied. The experimental results for f = 1 kHz are 
shown in Figure 14. When the discharge electrode spacing was adjusted to L = 20 mm, for t

f
 > t

p
 , 

the charged particles generated by the upstream discharge could not transit to the downstream 

discharge region. The peak value of the upstream discharge current decayed from 54 to 50 A, and 
the amplitude of the downstream discharge current fluctuated between 37 and 39 A. During the 

Figure 12. Discharge current amplitude of the upstream and downstream regions.

Figure 13. Discharge current amplitude at different PRFs: (a) PRF = 2 kHz and (b) PRF = 200 Hz.
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process of increasing airflow velocity until t
f
 = t

p
 , particles generated in the upstream discharge 

region were blown to the downstream discharge region. The peak value of the upstream discharge 
current decayed gradually from 50 to 45 A, and the corresponding downstream discharge current 
amplitude gradually increased to 43 A. When the electrode spacing was adjusted to 50 mm, with 
the gas velocity reaching 50 m/s (i.e., t

f1
 = t

p
), the particles generated in the upstream discharge 

region could be transported to the downstream discharge region. The upstream and downstream 
discharge currents are almost enhanced with the increased gas flow velocity.

4.4. Interaction between upstream and downstream discharges

According to the process of pulse discharge, the electrons move to the anode under the effect 
of pulse voltage, and the ions remain nearly static in the time scale of nanoseconds; the dis-
charge current is formed by electron migration. The electrons cover the surface of the dielec-
tric, and a large amount of ions are accumulated in the discharge space. At the falling edge of 
the voltage pulse, when the applied voltage potential is lower than the potential generated 
by the positive charge space, some electrons move toward the cathode and form a reverse 
current. During the movement, the electrons are neutralized with some positive ions, and the 
concentration of positive charges declines in the space.

Because of the different time scales of pulse discharge and airflow, the airflow cannot directly affect 
the process of pulse discharge. The rising time of the pulse discharge takes place in a few nanosec-
onds, and the duration of current is in the tens nanoseconds. For particles, the diffusion and recom-
bination of neutral and charged particles take place on a micro- and millisecond time scale, and 
the lifetime of the metastable particles produced by the discharge in short gaps is thought to have 
a significant high concentration of some hundreds of microseconds to milliseconds. Therefore, the 
airflow can affect only the discharge distribution of particles during the pulse interval times.

When the airflow is applied in the discharge space, the distribution and movement of par-
ticles in the discharge region could be influenced by the airflow; a schematic of the particle 
motion paths is shown in Figure 15, and the analysis is as follows.

Metastable particles are transported by the drag force of the airflow and move from the upstream 
discharge area to the downstream discharge area, which particles play the pre-ionization role to 

Figure 14. Discharge current amplitude at different distances: (a) L = 20 mm and (b) L = 50 mm.
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the downstream discharge. For the charged ions in space, the ions move along the airflow direc-
tion mainly under the effect of the drag force of airflow and the electrostatic force from the sur-
face electrons [15, 16]. According to the literature, during a pulse interval time of approximately 
1 ms, the electric field strength between the surface electrons and the space charges is several 
kV/cm, and the ion density n

i
 is approximately 1012 cm−3. The estimated electric field force of 

the ions is approximately 1.6 × 10−2 N. In terms of the bulk flow, the conservation of momentum 
of the bulk fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes equation. The air density is approximately 
1.29 kg/m3, the volume of the discharge area is approximately 5 mm × 30 mm × 30 mm, and the 
pressure difference between inlet and outlet is nearly 0.5% of the atmospheric pressure. The 
estimated flow field force to the ions is approximately 1.2 × 10−1 N, and the ratio of the flow 
force and the electrical field force is approximately 8:1. For the ions in the gap, the distance of 
ions moved along the y-axis is approximately 2 mm during a pulse interval of 1 ms, which is 
less than the gap distance. The estimation illustrates that the ions are blown to the downstream 
area during the pulse interval time under the coupling force of the airflow and electric field.

Furthermore, the space charges have different velocities at different regions in the airflow chan-
nel. In the region near the dielectric, the space charges have a lower velocity because of the drag 
force in the boundary layer and the larger electrostatic force from the surface charges. However, 
the space charges in the middle region of the gap have the fastest velocities and the smaller 
electrostatic force, and the drag force from the airflow plays a dominant role compared with the 
electrostatic force of the surface electrons. The curved discharge channel under the low-speed 
condition also illustrates that the effect of the drag force from the mainstream area is stronger 
than the electrostatic force between the surface electrons and the space charges; this phenomenon 
is also discussed in the literature [15, 22]. Therefore, both the estimation results and the discharge 
phenomenon illustrate that some particles, such as metastable particles and ions, could transit 
to the downstream discharge area during the pulse interval time; these particles act as seed 
electrons to the downstream discharge, and the downstream discharge intensity is enhanced.
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